Medication bezoars: a literature review and report of a case.
To describe a case of a medication bezoar and to review the clinical presentation, diagnosis, risk factors, pathogenesis, complications, and treatment of medication bezoars. A MEDLINE search (January 1966-December 1997) of the English-language literature pertaining to bezoars was performed. These articles were scanned, and literature specifically discussing medication bezoars was selected. Additionally, the reference sections of pertinent review and case reports were scanned for additional relevant literature. Bezoars are concretions of foreign material within the body. In the case of medication bezoars, these concretions occur within the digestive tract and are composed of medications and/or medication vehicles. Rarely, however, is bezoar formation solely due to a medication. In nearly all reported cases the patient had one or more significant risk factors that contributed to bezoar formation. The exact method by which medications bezoars form is dependent on the particular type or combination of medications involved. Bezoar formation may be associated with significant complications for the patient due to the presence of the bezoar and because of the effects of the medication within the bezoar. Treatment of medication bezoars depends largely on the location and the cause of the bezoar. Medication bezoars are a rare but potentially serious complication of medication use in certain patients. These patients often present with signs and symptoms consistent with an obstruction of the gastrointestinal tract and represent an even greater diagnostic challenge due to the rarity of this complication. These patients also face significant complications from both the bezoar and the medication within the bezoar. To date, treatment of medication bezoars involves mainly physical manipulation of the bezoar through lavage, endoscopic removal, or, in most cases, surgical removal.